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The Prague Congress Centre is a modern facility designed to be an open, friendly and inspirational location for scientific meetings. Located in the heart of the continent, Prague is one of Europe’s most beautiful cities, with its hundreds of spires and colorful Baroque buildings, set on the Vltava River.

Save the date and sign up for our congress newsletter at www.iaprd-world-congress.com.
Congress Highlights

• **Focus on education** – participate in a comprehensive educational program in movement disorders led by global faculty

• **Personal and interactive meeting** – the smaller size of this Congress permits interactions among colleagues across different countries and career stages

• **Plenary sessions** – learn about the phenomenology, pathophysiology, diagnostic and therapeutic approaches to various movement disorders

• **Expert updates** on causative and advanced therapies, individualized approaches to patient care, newly identified genetic disorders, current controversies

• **Classroom seminars** adapted to international resident programs

• **Skills workshops and Mentorship sessions** – practical and insider information you can’t get from a textbook

• **Grand Parade of Movement Disorders** – video session highlighting interesting presentations of movement disorders

• **Enhanced poster interactions** – to promote discussion of your work
CME Accreditation
An application has been made for CME accreditation of this event.
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